Compact and ready to go, the Energizer® Weatheready™ Carabiner Crank Light never needs batteries. Cranking restores the rechargeable NiMH batteries to their charged state. The LEDs are bright, virtually unbreakable and never need replacing. Also, the light features a quick to use carabiner clip and the crank operates in either direction. The light is an excellent solution for extended power outages and situations where the light will be stored for a long period of time.

**BRIGHT**
- 3 bright white Nichia LEDs provide strong illumination

**HANDY**
- Carabiner clip makes it easy to hang and remove light

**ALWAYS READY**
- Cranking recharges batteries
- Crank operates clockwise or counterclockwise

**ECONOMICAL**
- Rechargeable system never needs batteries
- Lifetime LEDs never need replacing

**Performance:**
- **Run Time:** Continuous Operation To End of Rechargeable Light (21°C)

**Dimensions (mm):** 134 x 55 x 35

**Important Notice**

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty. ©Energizer / All Rights Reserved.

Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.